
                                                                                                          

  
 

Press Release 
 

Berlin, March 21, 2022 

LAYER CAKE – THE VERSUS PROJECT 2 
 
Exhibition: 10.04. - 31.07.2022 
Tues. - Wed. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. / Thurs. - Sun. 12 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
at URBAN NATION Project Space, Bülowstraße 97 
 
Press Tour: with LAYER CAKE & DAVE THE CHIMP 
Bülowstraße 97, Thursday April 7, 4 pm 
 

 
 

For The Versus Project 2, the artist duo LAYER CAKE (Patrick 
Hartl and Christian Hundertmark/ C100) again initiated an 
international exchange with 13 artists. The resulting artworks 
are not only powerful expressions of artistic communication at 
eye level, but they also break the no.1 rule of the graffiti scene: 
never paint over the work of another artist! 
 
Over a period of two years, the 13 canvases each traveled back and 
forth between the artists twice, crossing borders. Among them were 
renowned urban artists such as Chaz Bojorquez (Los Angeles / 
USA), Dave the Chimp (Berlin / D), Mick La Rock / Aileen Middel 
(Amsterdam / NL) and Imaone (Tokyo / JP). 
 
BREAKING THE RULE 
The probably most important graffiti rule, the going-over, the battle-
announcing spraying over of the works of other graffiti writers, was 
not only suspended for this, but was even expressly desired. Thus, 
works were created in repeated reaction to the opposite, but not 
against each other - versus - but with each other. 
 
The resulting large-format canvas works will be displayed by URBAN 
NATION for the first time at UN Project Space at Bülowstraße 97 
starting from April 10, 2022. 
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https://www.facebook.com/stiftungberlinerleben/
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDZxd0Ir43vNOtQITh5Wh8w
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LAYER CAKE & Dave the Chimp                LAYER CAKE & Mick La Rock /  
                                                                                     Aileen Middel 
 

PARTICIPATING ARTISTS: 
LAYER CAKE: Christian Hundertmark (C100) (München / D) & 
Patrick Hartl (München / D), Bisco Smith (New York / USA), Bust 
(Basel / CH), Chaz Bojorquez (Los Angeles / USA), Dave the Chimp 
(Berlin / D), EGS (Helsinki / FIN), Flavien Demarigny (Mambo) (Apt / 
F), Formula 76 (Hamburg / D), Mick La Rock / Aileen Middel 
(Amsterdam / NL), Mina Mania (Berlin / D), Imaone (Tokio / JP), Jake 
(Amsterdam / NL), Usugrow (Tokio / JP), Vincent 
Abadie Hafez (Zepha) (Toulouse / F). 
 
INTERVIEWS & TOUR  
Do you want to register for the interview? 
 
LAYER CAKE will answer you questions. Download all photos and  
artist information here: presskit. 
 
Press Registration: 
pr@stiftung-berliner-leben.de 

Opening Hours: 

April 10 – July 31 2022 

Tuesday - Wednesday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.  

Thursday - Sunday 12 p.m. - 8 p.m. 

At URBAN NATION Project Space  

Bülowstraße 97, 10783 Berlin 

https://urban-nation.com/artist/c100/
https://urban-nation.com/artist/patrick-hartl/
https://urban-nation.com/artist/bustart/
https://urban-nation.com/artist/dave-the-chimp/
https://urban-nation.com/artist/formula-76/
https://urban-nation.com/artist/usugrow/
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/m2d6qscijsnpu69/AADz53FGewbY5wcOs2s86RuKa?dl=0
mailto:pr@stiftung-berliner-leben.de
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LAYER CAKE  

Christian Hundertmark & Patrick Hartl   

 

LAYER CAKE 
Their friendship dates back to the early 90ties where they met in the 
yard to paint trains.  While going different paths since then they met 
again at Patrick’s solo show in 2015 and decided to join forces. The 
perspective of a match between Christian’s abstract graphic style 
with collage elements and Patrick’s urban calligraphy style with 
Graffiti tags and calligraphy motivated them to get things started 
immediately. And it worked quite good. After a few long night 
sessions they realised that parallel or (maybe) by accident they just 
created a new concept – and already had a name for it: „Layer Cake“ 
the idea of turning Graffitis most important rule of Going over / 
Crossing someones work upside down. Without any discussions they 
go over parts of each other’s work, leaving out parts and layer by 
layer they create paintings which ended in a lot of depth. To make a 
long story short, working together brought both of them to a new level. 
And brought back the fun they initially had back in the days as juvenile 
art vandals! 
 
URBAN NATION 
URBAN NATION and the URBAN NATION Museum is an initiative of 
the non-profit foundation Berliner Leben, founded by Gewobag in 
2013. The work of URBAN NATION is intended to promote creative 
exchange between artists and Berliners, and to support integration 
and participation through cultural education programs in Berlin’s 
neighborhoods. 
 
Find out more:  www.urban-nation.com 
 

 


